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Substantial Health And Economic Returns From Delayed Aging May Warrant A New Focus For Medical Research

ABSTRACT Recent scientific advances suggest that slowing the aging process (senescence) is now a realistic goal. Yet most medical research remains focused on combating individual diseases. Using the Future Elderly Model—a microsimulation of the future health and spending of older Americans—we compared optimistic “disease specific” scenarios with a hypothetical “delayed aging” scenario in terms of the scenarios’ impact on longevity, disability, and major entitlement program costs. Delayed aging could increase life expectancy by an additional 2.2 years, most of which would be spent in good health. The economic value of delayed aging is estimated to be $7.1 trillion over fifty years. In contrast, addressing heart disease and cancer separately would yield diminishing improvements in health and longevity by 2060—mainly due to competing risks. Delayed aging would greatly increase entitlement outlays, especially for Social Security. However, these changes could be offset by increasing the Medicare eligibility age and the normal retirement age for Social Security. Overall, greater investment in research to delay aging appears to be a highly efficient way to forestall disease, extend healthy life, and improve public health.

U.S. life expectancy has increased dramatically over the past fifty years, and there have been major improvements in the functional capacity of the elderly. These gains have been driven by advances in public health and nutrition. They have also been driven by physicians’ and scientists’ use of a highly focused “disease model” to improve the diagnosis and treatment of various major fatal conditions. The goal of the model is to reduce mortality rates by the earlier detection of these conditions and by the reduction of risk factors and the development of effective new treatments for them.

But the longer lives that Americans now enjoy come with social and fiscal side effects. Today more people are qualifying for old-age entitlement programs, and they remain in these programs longer. Medicare spending alone is projected to almost double as a share of gross domestic product, from 3.7 percent in 2012 to 7.3 percent in 2050.1 Although attacking diseases has extended life for younger and middle-aged people, evidence suggests it may not extend healthy life once people reach older ages. Increased disability rates are now accompanying increases in life expectancy, leaving the length of a healthy life span unchanged or even shorter than in the past.5 The evidence is not completely one-sided, however: In one study of health status among successive birth cohorts in Denmark, researchers found that people born more recently experienced better health.6
In any case, as people age, they are now much less likely to fall victim to a single isolated disease than was previously the case. Instead, competing causes of death more directly associated with biological aging (for example, heart disease, cancer, stroke, and Alzheimer’s disease) cluster within individuals as they reach older ages. These conditions elevate mortality risk and create the frailty and disabilities that can accompany old age.

Delayed Aging

Fortunately, new research is emerging that has the potential to extend life while reducing the prevalence of comorbidities over the entire lifetime. Scientists have been asking whether we can decelerate the process by which the cluster of conditions described above arises, making people healthier at older ages and even lowering the potential to extend life while reducing the prevalence of comorbidities over the entire lifetime. Scientists have been asking whether we can decelerate the process by which the cluster of conditions described above arises, making people healthier at older ages and even lowering the potential to extend life while reducing the prevalence of comorbidities over the entire lifetime.

Experimental studies involving animal models have already succeeded in accomplishing this in the laboratory. In addition, there is evidence that centenarians (whose longevity is at least partially heritable) often have delayed onset of age-related diseases and disabilities, which suggests that they senesce (grow old biologically) more slowly than the rest of the population.

By manipulating genes, altering reproduction, reducing caloric intake, modulating the levels of hormones that affect growth and maturation, and altering insulin-signaling pathways, scientists have managed to extend the lifespan—and the healthy lifespan—of invertebrates and mammals. These specific manipulations are unlikely to be directly applicable in humans, but they may lead scientists in the right direction. In addition, some compounds, such as rapamycin (used to prevent organ rejection in transplant patients), may eventually be shown to extend healthy life, even when used in older individuals.

In addition, clinical interventions to delay aging have been proposed that involve interfering with chronic inflammation. In mice the selective removal of senescent cells has been documented to lead to significant improvements in health—an intervention that many researchers believe could be clinically effective in people. Some scientists contend that such interventions are sufficiently close to fruition that people alive today will benefit from them.

In deciding whether and how much society should continue to invest in delayed aging, two specific questions arise. First, what are the social returns—in terms of health and spending—on continued investments in a “disease model” versus the returns on investments in delayed aging? Second, can society afford to invest in the accelerated development of interventions that extend healthy life, given fiscal uncertainties? In this article we compare the future health and economic benefits—as well as the costs—of continuing to place a priority on the “disease model” with the benefits and costs of placing a new emphasis on delayed aging.

Study Data And Methods

To estimate the potential benefits and costs, we used the Future Elderly Model (FEM), a microsimulation that tracks older cohorts of people and projects their health and economic outcomes. Prior work with the FEM has examined the impact of new medical technologies, changes in disability, improved prevention of diseases, and other health policy changes. We describe the model and methods briefly here; more detail is provided in the online Appendix.

The FEM models representative cohorts of people age fifty-one or fifty-two based on the Health and Retirement Survey, a biennial survey of Americans age fifty-one or older that began in 1992. For each individual, the FEM predicts health and economic outcomes. Disability is measured by any limitations in activities of daily living or in instrumental activities of daily living, or by nursing home residency. Both functional status and the likelihood of developing a health condition depend on age, sex, education, race, ethnicity, body mass index, smoking status, and health at the time of entry into the study. All health conditions, functional states, and risk factors are modeled using first-order Markov processes that control for baseline unobserved factors, using health variables collected at baseline. These turn out to be effective...
controls as revealed by goodness-of-fit tests.

**NEW COHORTS** Because of evidence of worsening health in younger cohorts, the FEM accounts for these trends for future populations. Specifically, the model includes trends in disability, obesity, smoking, and chronic disease among younger populations, based on projections from the National Health Interview Survey, the Current Population Survey, and other work of the Census Bureau. For instance, in the FEM the prevalence of diabetes among people age fifty-one or fifty-two in 2030 is 27 percent higher than the prevalence for that age group in 2004.

**FISCAL OUTCOMES** We examined the costs of major entitlement programs—specifically, federal and state spending for Medicare and Medicaid, and federal income support through Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance and Supplemental Security Income. Economic outputs were aggregated into fiscally relevant variables using benefit rules for particular programs. Annual costs are given in constant 2010 dollars. All cumulative costs are discounted using a 3 percent annual discount rate.

**SCENARIOS** We developed four scenarios (one representing the status quo, or baseline) and compared the health and medical spending they would involve. For each scenario we conducted the simulation fifty times and averaged the outcomes.

We assumed that all changes were accomplished at no additional cost relative to baseline, to allow us to focus on population benefits. Each scenario assumed that changes in mortality and disease processes occurred in the period 2010–30. The scenarios also assumed that progress ceased after 2030 but that the effects of earlier changes continued to play out.

Two disease-specific scenarios were meant to represent optimistic developments in medical research, disease treatment, and improvements in behavioral risk factors. In other words, these scenarios assumed that if diseases were attacked individually through treatments or systemically through behavior modification, the incidence of disease and the impact of cases of disease would be reduced.

The fourth scenario (assuming delayed aging) is a hypothetical assessment of a successful effort to translate research on the biology of aging into therapeutic interventions that would reduce and compress both morbidity and mortality into a shorter period of time at the end of life. Unlike the delayed disease interventions in the two disease-specific scenarios—which face diminishing returns because of competing causes of sickness and death in aging populations—the delayed-aging scenario assumed that all fatal and disabling diseases were influenced simultaneously. Thus, this scenario represented what might best be thought of as a superefficient method of attacking the fatal and disabling diseases that are most prevalent at older ages.

**STATUS QUO SCENARIO:** In the status quo—or baseline—scenario we used the mortality forecasts for all-cause mortality in the intermediate projections of the Social Security Administration. We did not change the incidence of disease. Heuristically, mortality improvements in this scenario can be seen as the result of improved treatments for people with disease.

**DELAYED CANCER SCENARIO:** In the first disease-specific scenario we modified the status quo scenario by reducing the incidence of cancer over time. We phased in a linear 25 percent reduction in cancer incidence over the period 2010–30. We assumed that this change was accomplished at no additional Medicare cost relative to the baseline.

Historical evidence suggests that there was a reduction of 1.3 percent in overall cancer incidence rates for men per year from 2000 to 2006 and a reduction of 0.5 percent for women per year from 1998 to 2006. Averaged over twenty years, these trends yield a range of reductions in cancer incidence of 10–26 percent. Thus, our assumptions in this scenario were within the bounds of the observed trends. We assumed that the reduced incidence rate continued until the end of the simulation.

To account for improvements in health prior to age fifty-one, the prevalence of chronic conditions in the incoming cohorts of fifty-one-year-olds was adjusted to match the prevalence for forty-four-year-olds in the target year, as measured in the National Health Interview Survey.

**DELAYED HEART DISEASE SCENARIO:** In the second disease-specific scenario we modified the status quo scenario by reducing the incidence of heart disease over time. As was the case with cancer, we assumed a linear reduction in the incidence of 25 percent between 2010 and 2030 and no change thereafter. Again as in the delayed cancer scenario, we assumed that there was no additional Medicare cost, and we adjusted the prevalence of chronic conditions in the incoming cohorts.

**DELAYED AGING SCENARIO:** In the delayed aging scenario we assumed that improvements in mortality and health started earlier in life than they did in the disease-specific scenarios. We assumed that the slope of the intrinsic mortality curve—that is, mortality from factors such as age, as opposed to exposure to external risks such as trauma or smoking—observed in 2000 for both men and women ages 15–50 would decline by 20 percent by 2050. These hypothesized changes are consistent with research on the bi-
ology of aging, which suggests that the health benefits of delayed aging would begin at puberty—the time when mortality begins rising exponentially.11,12

Although this scenario altered the effects of getting disease, it was not the same as scenarios of disease prevention because it addressed the underlying biology of aging. The scenario reduced mortality and the probability of onset of both chronic conditions (heart disease, cancer, stroke or transient ischemic attack, diabetes, chronic bronchitis and emphysema, and hypertension) and disability by 1.25 percent for each year of life lived above age fifty (the period in life when most of these diseases emerge). This reduction was phased in over twenty years, starting with a 0 percent reduction in 2010 and increasing linearly until the full 1.25 percent reduction was achieved in 2030.

The impact of the changing rates of transition in disease and functional status can be seen in the change in average life-cycle characteristics. Life expectancy at age fifty-one in 2030 was 35.8 years in the status quo scenario, based on current Social Security Administration projections.28 It improved by about one year in both the delayed cancer (36.9 years) and delayed heart disease (36.6 years) scenarios. In the delayed aging scenario, however, it increased to 38.0 years—an improvement of 2.2 years (see Appendix Exhibit S1).24

As in the delayed cancer and delayed heart disease scenarios, in the delayed aging scenario we adjusted the prevalence of chronic conditions in the incoming cohorts.

**Delayed Aging With an Eligibility Fix:**

We modeled a variant of the delayed aging scenario that included an adjustment to the eligibility age for Medicare and the normal retirement age for Social Security. Social Security provides a strong precedent for such a policy fix: The normal retirement age was raised in 1983 from sixty-five to sixty-six, and the age will increase to sixty-seven for people born in 1960 and later. Our “eligibility fix” consisted of a gradual increase in the eligibility age for Medicare from sixty-five to sixty-eight, and for Social Security from sixty-seven to sixty-eight (extending the Social Security Amendments of 1983—which mandated gradual increases in the retirement age over a twenty-two-year period starting in 2000—for about ten years).

In this scenario people enrolled in Medicare Part A as soon as they were eligible to do so. Medicare Part B take-up was modeled as an age-independent probit, so the scenario assumed that take-up was at the same rate regardless of age and depended directly on health and functional status (see Appendix Table 22).24 Part D take-up was modeled in a similar way (see Appendix Table 24).

Starting Social Security benefits was also modeled as a probit, but we used the normal retirement age (see Appendix Table 13).24 This yielded a conservative estimate of the eligibility change required to counterbalance the fiscal impact of extended life. The delayed aging scenario with the eligibility fix—because of the later official retirement age—would result in more taxes collected during working years than in the original delayed aging scenario without an eligibility change, and less money paid out as lifetime benefits because of the later start of retirement.

**Limitations**

There are several limitations involved in this approach. First, this is a simulation of various scenarios of biomedical innovation. All of the usual caveats about simulations apply, including assumptions about no changes in the underlying parameters that model health-related behavior and economic outcomes.

Most important, the proposed eligibility fix was intended as a useful metric to see what changes would be necessary to fiscally accommodate delayed aging. Obviously, more study would be required before the implementation of any policy change—including an official scoring of such a change by the Congressional Budget Office, fuller consideration of distributional and health outcomes beyond the major entitlement programs, and consideration of the impact of any financing reforms such as those in the Affordable Care Act.

Finally, our model demonstrated the hypothetical benefits of scientific progress in various areas, but not the cost of that progress. People who decide what research to invest in need to consider the costs of the research and the likelihood of success. To identify medical breakthroughs, we have attempted to evaluate such issues in previous work, with reasonable success.22 However, a full accounting of the costs and probabilities involved is beyond the scope of this research.

**Study Results**

In the status quo scenario the number of elderly people—those age sixty-five or older—in the United States more than doubled, increasing from 43 million in 2010 to 106 million in 2060. The scenarios of delayed cancer and delayed heart disease diverged little from the first scenario, leading to only 0.8 percent and 2.0 percent more elderly people in 2060, respectively. In contrast, the delayed aging scenario added 6.9 percent more elderly people. These demographic gains would occur quickly, with 6.1 percent more elderly Americans than in the status
Of course, it matters whether these survivors would be healthy or disabled. In the status quo scenario 31.0 million people age sixty-five or older were not disabled in 2010; the number was 75.5 million in 2060 (Exhibit 1). In the disease-specific scenarios there were very small increases in the number of nondisabled elderly people compared to the delayed aging scenario, in which there was a 15 percent increase from the status quo scenario.

These absolute numbers can also be translated into disability rates. Today the share of the elderly US population without disabilities is around 72 percent. In the status quo scenario this share increased to 78 percent in 2026 but then declined to 71 percent in 2060 (see Appendix Exhibit S2). This decline was due to the lower all-cause mortality rates projected for the future and the growing prevalence of health risks (such as obesity) among people entering the elderly group.

As Appendix Exhibit S2 shows, the disease-specific scenarios both had an effect nearly identical to the status quo scenario. In comparison, the delayed aging scenario yielded a larger share of nondisabled seniors in every year between 2010 and 2026, compared to the status quo scenario. Although the size of the difference declined from 2030 to 2060, during that thirty-year period an additional 5 percent of elderly people were nondisabled in the delayed aging scenario. Per capita Medicare spending was also lower in the delayed aging scenario than in the status quo scenario.

At the population level, the aggregate costs demonstrate the fiscal strain imposed by delayed aging (Exhibit 2). In that scenario more elderly people were alive. Consequently, more people qualified for entitlement programs, and costs were higher. In 2060, spending in the delayed aging scenario was $295 billion more than in the status quo scenario. In contrast, the delayed cancer scenario brought spending below the level in the status quo scenario.

The gap in income support was also considerable. Spending beyond that in the status quo scenario was relatively low in the disease-specific scenarios (Exhibit 3). In comparison, it climbed to around $125 billion in the delayed aging scenario by 2055. Delayed aging would add nearly $420 billion to the entitlement deficit in the status quo scenario in 2060, 70 percent of which...
would come from increased outlays for Medicare and Medicaid.

Exhibit 4 shows the fiscal effects of the four main scenarios as well as the effect of delayed aging with the eligibility fix to Medicare and Social Security described above. The eligibility fix would more than offset the additional costs of delayed aging relative to the status quo.

**Discussion**

Our results demonstrate that shifting the focus of medical investment to delayed aging would lead to a set of desirable, but economically challenging, circumstances. The potential gains are significant. Although the disease model has reduced mortality from lethal conditions dramatically in the past century, its influence is now waning because of competing risks. As people live longer, they are more likely to fall victim to multiple diseases. Our simulations of reduced incidence of heart disease and cancer suggested incrementally smaller gains in longevity going forward. The medical costs of treating these diseases independently would rise but, for example, would produce only a 3.2-year increase in life expectancy for sixty-five-year-olds from 2010 to 2060.28

Recent research has shown that the decades-long improvement in the functional status of older Americans halted in 2002.2,3 This suggests that many of the historical drivers of better health in the elderly may no longer work. Declining disability buttresses the case for research on slowing aging by compressing morbidity and extending healthy life, which would provide an adequate workforce for producing the goods and services that the future aging society would use and would yield direct benefits to those older people who remain socially engaged.

Still, the fact remains that longer lives would mean greater fiscal burdens for Social Security and other income support programs and increased Medicare and Medicaid expenditures, even as per capita medical costs declined. An unequivocal answer to the question of whether the current focus of medical research and investment should be shifted from the disease model to delayed aging depends on whether the potential gains could be realized and the adverse consequences allayed.

One way to think about the future gains is to look at the present discounted value of all the additional quality-adjusted life-years that would arise from delayed aging relative to the status quo. These life-years can then be valued using a conservative metric, such as $100,000 per lifetime-year. Doing so yields a social benefit of approximately $7.1 trillion—without even considering...
the cognitive benefits to individuals that could arise from these interventions.6

Given the large social return, the question then becomes how we could accommodate these changes fiscally. Several policy measures might achieve fiscal balance—we demonstrate one involving eligibility changes—but a full evaluation of the options is beyond the scope of this research. However, we note here one benefit of delayed aging that might enlarge the set of possibilities: With people staying healthy until a much later age, it might be more feasible to justify raising the eligibility age for public programs for seniors. Arguments against doing so often note that life expectancy increases in lower socioeconomic groups have lagged far behind those in better-off groups.6,26 A future in which delayed aging increased the health of all socioeconomic groups would make these increases in eligibility ages more palatable.

Notes
24 To access the Appendix, click on the Appendix link in the box to the right of the article online.